We present a novel and scalable label embedding framework for large-scale multi-label learning a.k.a ExMLDS (Extreme Multi-Label Learning using Distributional Semantics). Our approach draws inspiration from ideas rooted in distributional semantics, specifically the Skip Gram Negative Sampling (SGNS) approach, widely used to learn word embeddings for natural language processing tasks. Learning such embeddings can be reduced to a certain matrix factorization. Our approach is novel in that it highlights interesting connections between label embedding methods used for multi-label learning and paragraph/document embedding methods commonly used for learning representations of text data. The framework can also be easily extended to incorporate auxiliary information such as label-label correlations; this is crucial especially when there are a lot of missing labels in the training data. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach through an extensive set of experiments on a variety of benchmark datasets, and show that the proposed learning methods perform favorably compared to several baselines and state-of-the-art methods for large-scale multi-label learning.
Introduction
Modern data generated in various domains are increasingly "multi-label" in nature; images (e.g. Instagram) and documents (e.g. Wikipedia) are often identified with multiple tags, online advertisers often associate multiple search keywords with ads, and so on. Multi-label learning is the problem of learning to assign multiple labels to instances, and has received a great deal of attention over the last few years; especially so, in the context of learning with millions of labels, now popularly known as extreme multi-label learning (Jain, Prabhu, and Varma 2016; Bhatia et al. 2015; Babbar and Schölkopf 2017; Prabhu and Varma 2014) .
The key challenges in multi-label learning, especially when there are millions of labels, include a) the data may have a large fraction of labels missing, and b) the labels are often heavy-tailed (Bhatia et al. 2015; Jain, Prabhu, and Varma 2016) and predicting labels in the tail becomes significantly hard for lack of training data. For these reasons, and the sheer scale of Submitted to Thirty-Second Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence, AAAI 2018 (www.aaai.org). Do not distribute.
data, traditional multi-label classifiers are rendered impracticable. State-of-the-art approaches to extreme multi-label learning fall broadly under two classes: 1) embedding based methods, e.g. LEML (Yu et al. 2014) , WSABIE (Weston, Bengio, and Usunier 2010) , SLEEC (Bhatia et al. 2015) , PD-SPARSE (Yen et al. 2016) ), and 2) tree-based methods (Prabhu and Varma 2014; Jain, Prabhu, and Varma 2016) . The first class of approaches are generally scalable and work by embedding the highdimensional label vectors to a lower-dimensional space and learning a regressor in that space. In most cases, these methods rely on a key assumption that the binary label matrix is low rank and consequently the label vectors can be embedded into a lower-dimensional space. At the time of prediction, a decompression matrix is used to retrieve the original label vector from the low-dimensional embeddings. As corroborated by recent empirical evidence (Bhatia et al. 2015; Jain, Prabhu, and Varma 2016) , approaches based on standard structural assumptions such as low-rank label matrix fail and perform poorly on the tail. The second class of methods (tree-based) methods for multi-label learning try to move away from rigid structural assumptions (Prabhu and Varma 2014; Jain, Prabhu, and Varma 2016) , and have been demonstrated to work very well especially on the tail labels.
In this work, we propose an embedding based approach, closely following the framework of SLEEC (Bhatia et al. 2015) , that leverages a word vector embedding technique (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) which has found resounding success in natural language processing tasks. Unlike other embedding based methods, SLEEC has the ability to learn non-linear embeddings by aiming to preserve only local structures and example neighborhoods. We show that by learning rich word2vec style embedding for instances (and labels), we can a) achieve competitive multi-label prediction accuracies, and often improve over the performance of the state-of-the-art embedding approach SLEEC and b) cope with missing labels, by incorporating auxiliary information in the form of labellabel co-occurrences, which most of the state-of-the-art methods can not. Furthermore, our learning algorithm admits significantly faster implementation compared to other embedding based approaches. The distinguishing aspect of our work is that it draws inspiration from dis-tributional semantics approaches (Mikolov et al. 2013; Le and Mikolov 2014) , widely used for learning non-linear representations of text data for natural language processing tasks such as understand word and document semantics, classifying documents, etc.
Our main contributions are:
1. We leverage an interesting connection between the problem of learning distributional semantics in text data analysis and the multi-label learning problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel application.
2. The proposed objectives for learning embeddings can be solved efficiently and scalably; the learning reduces to a certain matrix factorization problem.
3. Unlike existing multi-label learning methods, our method can also leverage label co-occurrence information while learning the embeddings; this is especially appealing when a large fraction of labels are missing in the label matrix.
4. We show improvement in training time as compared to state-of-art label embedding methods for extreme multilabel learning, while being competitive in terms of label prediction accuracies; we demonstrate scalability and prediction performance on several state-of-the-art moderateto-large scale multi-label benchmark datasets.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We begin by setting up notation, background and describing the problem formulation in Section . In Section , we present our training algorithms based on learning word embeddings for understanding word and document semantics. Here we propose two objectives, where we progressively incorporate auxiliary information viz. label correlations. We present comprehensive experimental evaluation in Section , and conclude.
Problem Formulation and Background
In the standard multi-label learning formulation, the learning algorithm is given a set of training instances {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, where x i ∈ R d and the associated label vectors {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n }, where y i ∈ {0, 1} L . In real-world multi-label learning data sets, one does not usually observe irrelevant labels; here y ij = 1 indicates that the jth label is relevant for instance i but y ij = 0 indicates that the label is missing or irrelevant. Let Y ∈ {0, 1} n×L denote the matrix of label vectors. In addition, we may have access to labellabel co-occurrence information, denoted by C ∈ Z L×L + (e.g., number of times a pair of labels co-occur in some external source such as the Wikipedia corpus). The goal in multilabel learning is to learn a vector-valued function f : x → s, where s ∈ R L scores the labels.
Embedding-based approaches typically model f as a composite function h(g(x)) where, g : R d → R d ′ and h : R d ′ → R L . For example, assuming both g and h as linear transformations, one obtains the formulation proposed by (Yu et al. 2014) . The functions g and h can be learnt using training instances or label vectors, or both. More recently, non-linear embedding methods have been shown to help improve multi-label prediction accuracies significantly. In this work, we follow the framework of (Bhatia et al. 2015) , where g is a linear transformation, but h is non-linear, and in particular, based on k-nearest neighbors in the embedded feature space.
In SLEEC, the function g :
where z i = g(x i ) and N k denotes the k−nearest neighbor training instances of z in the embedded space. Our algorithm for predicting the labels of a new instance is identical to that of SLEEC and is presented for convenience in Algorithm 1. Note that, for speeding up predictions, the algorithm relies on clustering the training instances x i ; for each cluster of instances Q τ , a different linear embedding g τ , denoted by V τ , is learnt.
Algorithm 1 Prediction Algorithm
Input: Test point: x, no. of nearest neighbors k, no. of desired labels p. (1). return top p scoring labels according to s.
In this work, we focus on learning algorithms for the functions g and h, inspired by their successes in natural language processing in the context of learning distributional semantics (Mikolov et al. 2013; Levy and Goldberg 2014) . In particular, we use techniques for inferring word-vector embeddings for learning the function h using a) training label vectors y i , and b) label-label correlations C ∈ R L×L .
Word embeddings are desired in natural language processing in order to understand semantic relationships between words, classifying text documents, etc. Given a text corpus consisting of a collection of documents, the goal is to embed each word in some space such that words appearing in similar contexts (i.e. adjacenct words in documents) should be closer in the space, than those that do not. In particular, we use the word2vec embedding approach (Mikolov et al. 2013) to learn an embedding of instances, using their label vectors y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n . SLEEC also uses nearest neighbors in the space of label vectors y i in order to learn the embeddings. However, we show in experiments that word2vec based embeddings are richer and help improve the prediction performance significantly, especially when there is a lot of missing labels. In the subsequent section, we discuss our algorithms for learning the embeddings and the training phase of multi-label learning.
Learning Instance and Label Embeddings
There are multiple algorithms in the literature for learning word embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013; Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014) . In this work, we use the Skip Gram Negative Sampling (SGNS) technique, for two reasons a) it is shown to be competitive in natural language processing tasks, and more importantly b) it presents a unique advantage in terms of scalability, which we will address shortly after discussing the technique.
Skip Gram Negative Sampling. In SGNS, the goal is to learn an embedding z ∈ R d ′ for each word w in the vocabulary. To do so, words are considered in the contexts in which they occur; context c is typically defined as a fixed size window of words around an occurrence of the word. The goal is to learn z such that the words in similar contexts are closer to each other in the embedded space. Let w ′ ∈ c denote a word in the context c of word w. Then, the likelihood of observing the pair (w, w ′ ) in the data is modeled as a sigmoid of their inner product similarity:
.
To promote dissimilar words to be further apart, negative sampling is used, wherein randomly sampled negative examples (w, w ′′ ) are used. Overall objective favors z w , z w ′ , z w ′′ that maximize the log likelihood of observing (w.w ′ ), for w ′ ∈ c, and the log likelihood of P (not observing (w, w ′′ )) = 1 − P (Observing (w, w ′′ )) for randomly sampled negative instances. Typically, n − negative examples are sampled per observed example, and the resulting SGNS objective is given by:
where #w denotes the total number of words in the vocabulary, and the negative instances are sampled uniformly over the vocabulary.
Embedding label vectors
We now derive the analogous embedding technique for multi-label learning. A simple model is to treat each instance as a "word"; define the "context" as k-nearest neighbors of a given instance in the space formed by the training label vectors y i , with cosine similarity as the metric. We then arrive at an objective identical to (2) for learning embeddings z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n for instances x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n respectively:
Note that N k (y i ) denotes the k-nearest neighborhood of ith instance in the space of label vectors 1 or instance embedding. After learning label embeddings z i , we can learn the 1 Alternately, one can consider the neighborhood in the ddimensional feature space xi; however, we perform clustering in function g : x → z by regressing x onto z, as in SLEEC. Solving (3) for z i using standard word2vec implementations can be computationally expensive, as it requires training multiple-layer neural networks. Fortunately, the learning can be significantly sped up using the key observation by (Levy and Goldberg 2014) . (Levy and Goldberg 2014) showed that solving SGNS objective is equivalent to matrix factorization of the shifted positive point-wise mutual information (SPPMI) matrix defined as follows. Let M ij = y i , y j .
Here, PMI is the point-wise mutual information matrix of M and |M | denotes the sum of all elements in M . Solving the problem (3) reduces to factorizing the shifted PPMI matrix M . Finally, we use ADMM (Boyd et al. 2011) to learn the regressors V over the embedding space formed by z i . Overall training algorithm is presented in 2.
Algorithm 2 Learning embeddings via SPPMI factorization (EXMLDS1). (Boyd et al. 2011) , where X is the matrix with x i as rows. return V, Z We refer to Algorithm 2 based on fast PPMI matrix factorization for learning label vector embeddings as EXMLDS1. We can also optimize the objective 3 using a neural network model (Mikolov et al. 2013) ; we refer to this word2vec method for learning embeddings in Algorithm 2 as EXMLDS2.
Using label correlations
In various practical natural language processing applications, superior performance is obtained using joint models for learning embeddings of text documents as well as individual words in a corpus (Dai, Olah, and Le 2015) . For example, in PV-DBoW (Dai, Olah, and Le 2015) , the objective while learning embeddings is to maximize similarity between embedded documents and words that compose the documents. Negative sampling is also included, where the objective is to minimize the similarity between the document embeddings and the embeddings of high frequency words. In multi-label learning, we want to learn the embeddings of labels as well as instances jointly. Here, we think of labels as individual words, whereas label vectors (or instances with the corresponding label vectors) as paragraphs or documents. As alluded to in the beginning of Section , in many real world problems, we may also have auxiliary label correlation information, such as label-label co-occurrence. We can easily incorporate such information in the joint modeling approach outlined above. To this end, we propose the following objective that incorporates information from both label vectors as well as label correlations matrix:
Here, z i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n denote embeddings of instances whilez i , i = 1, 2, . . . , L denote embeddings of labels. N k (M (i, :)) denotes the k-nearest neighborhood of ith instance in the space of label vectors. N k (C(i, :)) denotes the k-nearest neighborhood of ith label in the space of labels.
Here, M defines instance-instance correlation i.e. M ij = y i , y j and C is the label-label correlation matrix. Clearly, (7) above is identical to (3). O 1 z tries to embed labelsz i in a vector space, where correlated labels are closer; O 2 z tries to embed instances z i in such a vector space, where correlated instances are closer; and finally, O 3 {z,z} tries to embed labels and instances in a common space where labels occurring in the ith instance are closer to the embedded instance.
Overall the combined objective O {z,z} promotes learning a common embedding space where correlated labels, correlated instances and observed labels for a given instance occur closely. Here µ 1 ,µ 2 and µ 3 are hyper-parameters to weight the contributions from each type of correlation. n 1 − negative examples are sampled per observed label, n 2 − negative examples are sampled per observed instance in context of labels and n 3
− negative examples are sampled per observed instance in context of instances. Hence, the proposed objective efficiently utilizes label-label correlations to help improve embedding and, importantly, to cope with missing labels. The complete training procedure using SPPMI factorization is presented in Algorithm 3. Note that we can use the same arguments given by (Levy and Goldberg 2014) to show that the proposed combined objective (5) is solved by SPPMI factorization of the joint matrix A given in Step 1 of Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Learning joint label and instance embeddings via SPPMI factorization (EXMLDS3).
Input. Training data (x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n and C (labellabel correlation matrix) and objective weighting µ 1 ,µ 2 and µ 3 . 1. Compute A := SPPMI(A) in (4); write At test time, given a new data point we could use the Algorithm 1 to get top p labels. Alternately, we propose to use Algorithm 4 that also incorporates similarity with label embeddings Z 2 along with Z 1 during prediction, especially when there are very few training labels to learn from. In practice, we find this prediction approach useful. Note the z i corresponds to the i th row of Z 1 , andz j corresponds to the j th row of Z 2 . We refer the Algorithm 3 based on the combined learning objective (5) as EXMLDS3.
Experiments
We conduct experiments on commonly used benchmark datasets from the extreme multi-label classification repos-itory provided by the authors of (Prabhu and Varma 2014; Bhatia et al. 2015) 2 ; these datasets are pre-processed, and have prescribed train-test splits. Statistics of the datasets used in experiments is shown in Table 1 . We use the standard, practically relevant, precision at k (denoted by Prec@k) as the evaluation metric of the prediction performance. Prec@k denotes the number of correct labels in the top k predictions. We run our code and all other baselines on a Linux machine with 40 cores and 128 GB RAM. We implemented our prediction Algorithms 1 and 4 in MATLAB. Learning Algorithms 2 and 3 are implemented parlty in Python and partly in MATLAB. The source code will be made available later. We evaluate three models (a) EXMLDS1 i.e. Algorithm 2 based on fast PPMI matrix factorization for learning label embeddings as described in Section , (b) EXMLDS2 based on optimizing the objective (3) as described in section , using neural network (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) (c) EXMLDS3 i.e. Algorithm 3 based on combined learning objective (5).
Compared methods. We compare our algorithms with the following baselines. 1. SLEEC (Bhatia et al. 2015) , which was shown to outperform all other embedding baselines on the benchmark datasets. 2. LEML (Yu et al. 2014) , an embedding based method. This method also facilitates incorporating label information (though not proposed in the original paper); we use the code given by the authors of LEML which uses item features 3 . We refer to the latter method that uses label correlations as LEML-IMC. 3. FASTXML (Prabhu and Varma 2014), a tree-based method. 4. PD-SPARSE (Yen et al. 2016) , recently proposed embedding based method 5. PFASTREXML (Jain, Prabhu, and Varma 2016) is an extension of FASTXML; it was shown to outperform all other tree-based baselines on benchmark datasets. 6. DISMEC (Babbar and Schölkopf 2017) is recently proposed scalable implementation of the ONE-VS-ALL method. 7. DXML (Zhang et al. 2017 ) is a recent deep learning solution for multi-label learning 8. ONE-VS-ALL (Zhang et al. 2017 ) is traditional one vs all multi-label classifier We report all baseline results from the the extreme classification repository. 4 , where they have been curated; note that all the relevant research work use the same train-test split for benchmarking.
Hyperparameters. We use the same embedding dimensionality, preserve the same number of nearest neighbors for learning embeddings as well as at prediction time, and the same number of data partitions used in SLEEC (Bhatia et al. 2015) for our method EXMLDS1and EXMLDS2. For small datasets, we fix negative sample size to 15 and number of iterations to 35 during neural network training, tuned based on a separate validation set. For large datasets (4 and 5 in Table 1) , we fix negative sample size to 2 and number of iterations to 5, tuned on a validation set. In EXMLDS3, the parameters (negative sampling) are set identical to EXMLDS1. For baselines, we either report results from the respective publications or used the best hyperparameters reported by the authors in our experiments, as needed.
Performance evaluation. The performance of the compared methods are reported in Table 3 . Performances of the proposed methods EXMLDS1 and EXMLDS2 are found to be similar in our experiments, as they optimize the same objective 3; so we include only the results of EXMLDS1 in the Table. We see that the proposed methods achieve competitive prediction performance among the state-of-the-art embedding and tree-based approaches. In particular, note that on Medialmill and Delicious-200K datasets our method achieves the best performance.
Training time. Objective 3 can be trained using a neural network, as described in (Mikolov et al. 2013) . For training the neural network model, we give as input the k-nearest neighbor instance pairs for each training instance i, where the neighborhood is computed in the space of the label vectors y i . We use the Google word2vec code 5 for training. We parallelize the training on 40 cores Linux machine for speed-up. Recall that we call this method EXMLDS2. We compare the training time with our method EXMLDS1, which uses a fast matrix factorization approach for learning embeddings. Algorithm 2 involves a single SVD as opposed to iterative SVP used by SLEEC and therefore it is significantly faster. We present training time measurements in Table 2. As anticipated, we observe that EXMLDS2 which uses neural networks is slower than EXMLDS1 (with 40 cores). Also, among the smaller datasets, EXMLDS1 trains 14x faster compared to SLEECon Bibtex dataset. In the large dataset, Delicious-200K, EXMLDS1 trains 5x faster than SLEEC.
Coping with missing labels. In many real-world scenarios, data is plagued with lots of missing labels. A desirable property of multi-label learning methods is to cope with missing labels, and yield good prediction performance with very few training labels. In the dearth of training labels, auxiliary information such as label correlations can come in handy. As described in Section , our method EXMLDS3 can learn from additional information. The benchmark datasets, however, do not come with auxiliary information. To simulate this setting, we hide 80% non-zero entries of the training label matrix, and reveal the 20% training labels to learning algorithms. As a proxy for label correlations matrix C, we simply use the label-label co-occurrence from the 100% training data, i.e. C = Y T Y where Y denotes the full training matrix. We give higher weight µ 1 to O 1 during training in Algorithm 3. For prediction, We use Algorithm 4 which takes missing labels into account. We compare the performance of EXMLDS3with SLEEC, LEML and LEML-IMCin Table 4 . Note that while SLEEC and LEML methods do not incorporate such auxiliary information, LEML-IMC does. In particular, we use the spectral embedding based features i.e. SVD of Y Y T and take all the singular vectors corresponding to non-zero singular values as label features. It can be observed that on all three datasets, EXMLDS3 performs significantly better by huge margins. In particular, the lift over LEML-IMC is significant, even though both the methods use the same information. This serves to demonstrate the strength of our approach. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a novel objective for learning label embeddings for multi-label classification, that leverages word2vec embedding technique; furthermore, the proposed formulation can be optimized efficiently by SPPMI matrix factorization.
Through comprehensive experiments, we showed that the proposed method is competitive compared to state-of-the-art multi-label learning methods in terms of prediction accuracies. We proposed a novel objective that incorporates side information, that is particularly effective in handling missing labels. One promising extension of our objective is to do joint learning of embeddings Z and regressor V using gradient decent as shown in the Supplementary Material.
